The spin polarization of W(110) and Al/W(110) surfaces is studied by spin-and angle-resolved photoemission. On both surfaces distinct E(k ) dispersions are identified with an unusual topology: A single spectral branch is spin polarized antisymmetrically relative to the¯ point, and two spin-polarized branches cross at¯ . The crossing branches disperse linearly but this similarity to a Dirac cone is lost after deposition of the Al, where they acquire a parabolic dispersion. Based on ab initio one-step photoemission theory, we show that the measured spin polarization is a property of the ground state and identify the effect as the counterpart of the recently discovered Rashba polarization of bulk states at the surface, but with a distinct non-Rashba topology.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of spin filter materials for spintronics has attracted great interest to the spin structure of crystal surfaces. In the absence of magnetic fields a spin polarization of the surface is caused by the spin-orbit interaction, which for strictly two-dimensional (2D) surface or interface states leads to their energy splitting and spin polarization. For a lattice with a 3D inversion symmetry this is the Rashba-Bychkov (RB) effect, 1 where the splitting is due to a potential gradient perpendicular to the surface. The situation becomes even more interesting in insulating solids: Depending on the symmetry of the bulk band structure, the conducting 2D gap states fall into two topologically distinct classes: trivial ones (e.g., the RB split states) and topological states protected by time-reversal symmetry (the case of a topological insulator, TI). In the two classical cases one can unambiguously indicate two spin-counterpart states for a given Bloch vector k parallel to the surface. The difference is that in the RB case the dispersion lines E(k )
↑↓ are crossed an even number of times by the Fermi level, whereas in the TI case the number is odd. [2] [3] [4] The natural question arises as to how metal surfaces of heavy elements, which provide the necessary strong spin-orbit interaction, behave in this respect. The RB effect was first measured on Au(111), Ref. 5 , and a more complex so-called "topological metal" state was found on Bi(114), Ref. 6 , and Sb(111), Ref. 7 , which has been related to the topological surface states of topological insulators. 2, 8 The present paper addresses the spin spectral density of d-type electronic states. We study the clean W(110) surface and its modification by an Al monolayer with a combined experimental and theoretical spin-and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (SARPES). The 2D states brought about by thin films on W(110) are strongly influenced by the spin-orbit interaction in the substrate. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] This was first established for Li/W(110) in Ref. 9 , and the spin polarization of the overlayer states was first measured for H/W(110) in Ref. 10 . Overlayers of noble metals [11] [12] [13] and aluminum 14 also show large spin-orbit splitting caused by the substrate, since it is much smaller on Mo(110) than on W(110).
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The classical RB effect results in a shift of 2D states of opposite spin in opposite k directions; see Fig. 1(a) . It has recently been shown that surprisingly also in 3D continuum bands it leads to a k -dependent surface spin polarization. 16, 17 Even though the Kramers degeneracy of the 3D states is not lifted, a polarization at the surface occurs due to a spin-dependent reflection of the Bloch waves from the surface. Here the net-spin k projected density of states (DOS) S(E,k ) has an energy distributed character (unlike the δ function for the 2D states), which is large enough to cause a strongly spin-polarized photoemission detectable because the experiment is very surface sensitive. This effect was reported for the Bi(111) surface in Ref. 16 . Here we show that the S(E,k ) function of W(110) and Al/W(110) surfaces exhibits distinct net-spin dispersion branches E(k ), which merge into the surface states in the k projected bulk gaps and show a topology that is qualitatively different from the classical RB picture and reminiscent of topological surface states; see Fig. 1(b) .
In the present work, we report on the experimental observation of strongly spin-polarized surface resonances and show that their dispersion changes from linear in a wide k range around¯ in W(110) to parabolic in Al/W(110). We analyze these results by ab initio calculations of the ground-state spin density distribution and by one-step calculations of the photocurrent. The photoemission process is found to influence the spin polarization of the photocurrent: In particular, it causes a polarization of normal-emission spectra. Nevertheless, the measured unusual spin topology is traced to the ground state, i.e., to the S(E,k ) function of W(110) and Al/W(110) surfaces, which exhibits distinct net-spin dispersion branches E(k ). In the k projected bulk gaps they appear as surface states, and in the 3D bulk band they have the same origin as recently reported Rashba-polarized bulk states, 16, 17 but with a band topology different from the RB case.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiments were carried out at the Russian-German UE112-PGM and U125/2-SGM beamlines at BESSY II with a "Phoibos" hemispherical analyzer and a Mott spin detector operating at 26 keV. Cleaning of the W(110) surface and the deposition of Al was carried out using standard methods.
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The Al layer thickness was calibrated by the analysis of the Al derived quantum well state QWS1. 14, 15 The spectra for two directions of spin (spin-↑ and spin-↓) perpendicular to the emission plane were measured with a p polarized light ofhω = 62 eV. The light incidence angle was fixed at 55
• relative to the analyzer axis, and the off-normal emission in the direction¯ S was measured by rotating the sample.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measured k dispersion of the emission intensity alonḡ S is shown in Fig. 1(d) for the pure W(110) surface and in Fig. 1(e) for the surface covered by 1 monolayer of Al. The assignment of spectral maxima to spin-↑ (blue lines) and spin-↓ (red) in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) is derived from the SARPES spectra shown in Fig. 2 . For W(110) the dispersions agree well with earlier measurements. 9, 15, [18] [19] [20] At normal emission, most pronounced is the surface resonance at 1.3 eV in the spin-orbit pseudogap 18 (between 7+ and 8+ ; Ref. 21) . It gives rise to the dispersion branches β and γ in Fig. 1(d) , and the band edge at E¯ = 0.8 eV disperses as branch α. The measured spin-↓ branch γ disperses from 1.3 eV at¯ to 2.3 eV at k = 0.6Å −1 , where it merges with the edge of thē S projected gap. The oppositely polarized branch β rises to reach the gap edge at 0.4Å −1 . The branch β retains its surface-resonance character well away from¯ , but it steadily weakens in approaching the band edge. At the same time, the branch γ already at k > 0.04Å −1 is not a surface resonance, as well as the entire branch α. Note that branch α does not have a spin-orbit split counterpart and, somewhat surprisingly, its polarization does not change sign at¯ . Also in Al/W(110) we observe a stand-alone branch α [ Fig. 1(e) ], and here its spin polarization is clearly antisymmetric, i.e., spin-↓ for +k and spin-↑ for −k . In Al/W(110) branch β is very pronounced as well, and it is polarized oppositely to the branch α. The branch γ is much less intense in Al/W(110) than in the clean W(110), but it is well discernible in the second derivative of the intensity, especially at higher angles; see Fig. 1(e) . This strongly suggests that the branches cross an odd number of times a constant-energy line between¯ andS over a finite energy interval between the bottom of α and bottom of β [see Fig. 1(c) ], meaning a behavior topologically different from the simple RB model.
To explain this unusual topology of the energy-momentum distribution of the spin-resolved photoemission in terms of the electronic structure of the W(110) surfaces we show in Figs. 3 and 4 our theoretical spin density distribution. The ab initio calculations were carried out in a repeated slab geometry (29 atomic layers) with the self-consistent (in the local density approximation) full-potential linear augmented plane wave method (LAPW). 22 The relativistic effects were included within the two-component approximation. 23 The total k projected DOS is shown in Figs. 3(a) 110), which demonstrates that the outermost atomic layers are polarized, and in the depth of the crystal there remain weak oscillations of p k (z) with the lattice periodicity. 17 Clean W(110) hosts two surface states S 1 and S 2 , which are both spin split. The spin DOS structure has a clear correspondence to the ARPES intensity dispersion branches indicated in Fig. 1(d) : As revealed by Fig. 3(b) , the states S −1 the spin-polarized features are of bulk origin. Such spin structure is indeed characteristic of topological insulators, and here it is established to exist also at a metal surface. This analogy brings about the question of whether the linear dispersion survives a surface perturbation. The answer is offered by the comparison with Al/W(110): Here inside the 3D continuum the branches α and β are retained, but their polarization strongly changes; especially the net-spin density S of branch α around¯ is enhanced [ Fig. 3(e) ]. Interestingly, in contrast to the clean W(110) surface, the branches β and γ do not show a linear dispersion at¯ but go through a turning point. [The splitting of the net-spin-maxima lines in Fig. 1(c) is due to the distributed character of S(E,k ) and does not imply a splitting of electronic states.] At the same time, the surface states change dramatically: Instead of the two weakly split pairs S 1 and S 2 we find two strongly polarized states S ↓ and S ↑ that connect to α and β, respectively. Here we encounter the "topological metal" behavior: Over a considerable energy interval only branch β as the continuation of the state S ↑ is present.
To relate the measured spin polarization of the photocurrent to the spin structure of the occupied states, we applied an ab initio one-step theory, as described in Ref. 16 . Final states are time-reversed low-energy-electron-diffraction states obtained in the scalar relativistic approximation with the inverse LAPW method as explained in Ref. 24 . (Spin-orbit effects are negligible at 62 eV.) The inelastic scattering of photoelectrons is included by adding a spatially constant imaginary part V i = 2 eV to the potential in the crystal half space. Calculated EDCs for normal emission are shown in Fig. 5 .
In the calculation in Figs. 3(c) and 3(f) the light incidence is fixed at 55
• relative to the surface normal, so the left-right asymmetry of the theoretical energy-momentum distribution of the net-spin photocurrent is solely a final-state effect. The photoemission setup breaks the symmetry of the system, so the spin polarization of the photocurrent does not follow that of the initial states: The total intensity (spin polarization) is not symmetric (antisymmetric) relative to the¯ point. This final-state effect is, in particular, seen for the θ = 0 spectrum in Fig. 2(a) and the calculated k = 0 spectrum in Figs. 3(c) and 5, which both show the α peak spin-↑ polarized and the β peak spin-↓ polarized, whereas the net-spin density in Fig. 3(b) vanishes by symmetry. Furthermore, both the measured and calculated photocurrent is much more strongly spin-↓ polarized at −k than spin-↑ polarized at +k . This explains also the spin-↑ polarization of the branch α both for −k and for +k , which is stronger at −k in agreement with the experiment.
Finally, we point out an interesting behavior of the S ↓ and S ↑ states on Al/W(110) at and above the Fermi level, which is beyond the measured range [ Fig. 3(e) ]. In approaching the outer border of the gap they both go through an inflection point (falling for S ↓ and rising for S ↑ at positive k ) and intersect. This means that by tuning the energy of the crossing point relative to E F (e.g., by surface alloying) one can control the scattering properties of the surface states, because the Bloch vectors and the number of incident and reflected waves rapidly change with energy. Such unusual dispersion close to the Fermi level is interesting for spintronics as it opens a way to manipulate surface spin currents across a 1D boundary.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we have observed how the spin polarization of the surface states on W(110) and Al/W(110) extends into the bulk continuum to connect to spectral spin density branches in the 3D band and form continuous dispersion lines over large k intervals. This allows us to characterize the spin structure of metal surfaces in terms of the topology of these lines. The analysis of the spin density branches provides important information about the origin and character of surface states. Both in W(110) and in Al/W(110), we have found a topology that strikingly differs both from the case of RB split surface states and from the Dirac cone in topological insulators: The polarization of a single stand-alone branch α changes sign at . At the same time, in W(110) we observe branches with a linear dispersion at¯ (β and γ ), which becomes parabolic upon the deposition of the Al monolayer, as a consequence of their three-dimensional origin. The present theoretical analysis unambiguously establishes that it is the spin structure of the occupied 3D states that underlies the observed spin polarization of the photocurrent but demonstrates that the spin photocurrent does not necessarily reflect the net-spin DOS. Furthermore, we have found a curious behavior of the surface states in Al/W(110): The opposite-spin states intersect just above the Fermi level, which is interesting in the context of spintronics. 
